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Abstract The aim of this paper is to study the solvability of the Dirichlet problem 
for certain types of fully nonlinear elliptic equations. The theory of 
weakly-near operators, combined to Contraction Mapping and Schauder 
fixed point theorems, is used. Our main results generalizes similar ones 
given by S. Campanato and A. Tarsia. 
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1. Introduction 

In this paper we study the solvability of the Dirichlet problem for certain 
types of fully nonlinear elliptic equations of the form 

u E H2(O) n HJ(O), a(x, u, Du, D2u) = f(x), for a.e. x E O. (1.1) 

In what follows, 0 will be a C 2 bounded domain of ]Rn. We denote by 
Mn the space of n x n real matrices; !'!m is the euclidean norm in ]Rm; 

tr N = is the trace of the n x n matrix N = The Sobolev 
spaces H2(O) and HJ(O) are as defined in Adams [1975]. 

We assume that the function a : 0 X ]R X ]Rn x Mn --t JR. fulfilles the 
following conditions: 

(a1) a(x, 0, 0, 0) = 0, 
(a2) a(·, r, d, M) is measurable, 
(a3) a(x,', ".) is continuous, 
(a4) there exist a, (3, such that !a(x, r, d, 

for all r E JR., dE ]Rn, ME Mn and for a.e. x E O. 
The following ellipticity condition is satisfied. 
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(a5) there exist Cl, C2, C3 > 0 with 0 < C := Cl - C2 - C3 < 1 such that 

[a(x, r, d, N+M)-a(x, r, d, 

for all r E lR, dE lRn, M, N E Mn and for a.e. x E n. 
We obtain an existence and uniqueness result and another existence 
result. The theory of weakly-near operators (see Buica and Domokos 
[2002]), combined to Contraction Mapping Theorem or Schauder Fixed 
Point Theorem, is used. Our main results are the following. 

Theorem 1.1 Let us assume that the function a : n x lR x lRn x Mn -> lR 
satisfies (al)-(a5), and there exist h, l2 > 0 such that 

la(x, r, d, M) - a(x, s, 6, M)I :::; hlr - sl + l21d - 61, (1.2) 

for a. e. x E n and for all r, s E lR, d,6 E lRn, M E Mn· If + < c 

then (1.1) has a unique solution. 

Theorem 1.2 Let us assume that the function a : n x lR x lRn x Mn -> lR 
satisfies (al )-( a5), and there exist h, l2 > 0 such that 

la(x, r, d, M) - a(x, 0, 0, M)I :::; hlrl + l2ldl, (1.3) 

for a.e. x E n and for all r E lR, dE lRn, M E Mn· If + < c 

then (1.1) has at least one solution. 

We extend and generalize similar results of S. Campanato [1989] and A. 
Tarsia [1996,1998]. Another related results are given by D.K. Palagachev 
[1993], R. Pre cup [1995, 1997], A. Buica and A. Domokos [2001]' A. 
Buica and F. Aldea [2000], A. Buica [2001b]. 

The next sections are: 2. Theoretical preliminaries (necessary results 
from the theory of weakly-near operators and elliptic equations are pre
sented), 3. Proof of main results and 4. Comments (we explain the 
relations between our results and those existing in the literature). 

2. Theoretical preliminaries 

Let X be a nonempty set and Z be a Banach space. Let A, B : X -> Z be 
two operators. S. Campanato introduced the following notion of nearness 
between operators in order to use it in the study of fully nonlinear elliptic 
equations (see Campanato [1989, 1993], Tarsia [1996, 1998]). 

Definition 2.1 We say that A is near B if there exists a > 0 and 
o :::; c < 1 such that 

IIBx - By - a(Ax - Ay)ll:::; cllBx - Byll, for all x,y E X. (2.1) 

In a joint paper with A. Domokos, we generalized this notion using an 
accretivity-type condition, instead of a contraction-type one. 
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Let us denote by <1> the set of all functions <p : lR+ ---+ lR+, such that 
<p(0) = 0, <p(r) > 0 for r > 0, liminf<p(r) > 0 and liminf<p(r) = 0 

r->oo r->ro 
implies ro = O. In this paper we shall refer only to the functions <p in <1>. 

We say that A is <p-accretive with respect to B, if for every x, y E X 
there exists j(Bx - By) E J(Bx - By) such that 

(Ax - Ay,j(Bx - By)) <p(IIBx - Byll)IIBx - Byll, (2.2) 

where J: Z'V7 Z* is the normalized duality map of Z. 
The map A is continuous with respect to B if A 0 B-1 : B(X) 'V7 Z 

has a continuous selection. 
The next definition introduce the weak-nearness notion. 

Definition 2.2 We say that A is weakly-near B if A is <p-accretive with 
respect to B and continuous with respect to B. 

This notion extends the property of the differential operator to be "near" 
(or to "approximate") the map, as well as other approximation notions 
used in nonsmooth theory of inverse or implicit functions (for details 
in this direction, see Buica and Domokos [2002]' Domokos [1997, 2000J, 
Buica [2001b]). The next results will be used in Section 3. They are 
taken from Buica [2001]' Buica and Domokos [2002J. 

Proposition 2.1 Let A be weakly-near to B. If B is bijective, then A 
is bijective. 

Let z E Z and AI, A2 : X ---+ Z be two mappings. Let us consider the 
equation Al(X) = z, whose solvability is assured by the weak-nearness 
between the operator Al and a bijective operator B : X ---+ Z. Let 
xi be a solution of this equation. Let us consider, also, the equation 
A2(X) = z, which is assumed to be solvable. Let x2 be a solution. In the 
following theorem we shall give an estimation for "the distance" between 
xi and x2. This distance depends on the operator B. 

Theorem 2.1 Let us assume that the following conditions are fullfiled. 

(i) B is bijective; 

(ii) Al is weakly-near to B with <p(t) = at, 0 < a < 1; 

(iii) equation A2(X) = z has at least One solution. 

Then we have the estimation IIB(xi) - B(x2)11 s - A 2(x2)1I. 
If, in addition, there exists'f1 > 0 such that IIAl(x) - A2(X) II s 'f1 for all 
x E X, then IIB(xi) - B(x2) II s 
We also need the following lemmas which are taken from Gilbarg and 
Triidinger [1983J, Precup [1997J. 
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Lemma 2.1 The Laplace operator : H2(n) n HJ(n) -t L2(n) is well 
defined and it is a homeomorphism. 

Lemma 2.2 For every u E H2(n) n HJ(n), 
Ilu//£2 IIDullL2 

Lemma 2.3 Let u E H2(n) n H6(n). Then IID2ul12 = 

3. Proof of main results 

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let w E H1(n). Let us consider the mapping 
Aw defined by 

Aw(u)(x) = a(x, w, Dw, D2u). 

Let us consider, also, the equation 

1) Aw is well defined and continuous. 
Using condition (a4) we obtain that 

la(x, u, Du, D2u)1 alu(x)1 + ,BIDu(x)ln + rlD2uln2, 

for every u E H2(n) n HJ(n). 

(3.1) 

Because the right hand side of this inequality is an LP-function, we 
can deduce that A is well-defined and continuous. 

2) Aw is weakly near to 
The mapping Aw is continuous with respect to B = because Aw and 
B-1 are continuous. We shall prove that Aw is strongly accretive (in 
fact, strongly monotone) with respect to B. Using (a5) and Lemma 2.3 
we obtain: 

(Awu - Awv, - L2 = 

= k[a(x, w, D2u) - a(x, w, D2v)] . - v)dx 

k - v)1 2 - - v)I'ID2(u - v)l- c31D2(u - v)1 2dx 

(C1 - C2 - C3) II ( u - v) 117,2 . 

Thus 
(Aw(U) - Aw(v), - - (3.2) 

Aw is weakly near to B, which is a bijective map. Then, using Proposi
tion 2.1, Aw is bijective. Thus, equation (3.1) has a unique solution, let 
us denote it by uw . 
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Let us consider now another operator, related to equation (3.1), de
fined by 

U : HI(n) -+ L 2(n), U(w) = -b.uw. 

Let us notice that v = -b.w is a fixed point of 

U 0 (_b.)-I : L2(n) -+ L2(n) 

if and only if U w = w, which means that U w is a solution of the problem 
(1.1). 

Let WI, W2 E HI(n) and let us consider the mappings AWl and AW2 . 
For every U E H2(n) n HJ(n), using relation (1.2) and Lemma 2.2, we 
obtain the estimations, 

IIAwl(U) -AW2(U)IIL2 = 
= IlaC wI(·), DwI(-),D2u(.)) -aC w2(·), Dw2(·),D2u(.)) 11£2:::; 

:::; Ilhlwl(·) - w2(·)1 + l2IDwI(·) - DW2(·)III£2 :::; 

:::; hllwl - w211£2 + l211DwI - DW211£2 :::; 

:::; + },) IIb.wI - b.w211£2 := 'fl. 

We apply Theorem 2.1 and obtain IIB(uWl ) - B(uW2 )IIL2 :::; which 
means that 

IIU(WI) - U(w2)IIL2 :::; l + },) ·11b.wI - b.w2112. 

Then U 0 (_b.)-I is a contraction on L2(n). By Contraction Map
ping Theorem, it has a unique fixed point, v*. If we denote by w* = 
(_b.)-I v*, then Uw • is the unique solution of (1.1). • 

Proof of Theorem 1.2. It is possible to consider again the mapping 
U like in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Let us notice that W is a fixed point 
of 

(_b.)-I 0 U : HI(n) -+ HI(n) 

if and only if U w is a solution of the problem (1.1). This time we shall 
apply the Schauder Fixed Point Theorem. 

First we shall prove that U is continuous in every v E Hl(n). Let us 
denote by U v E H2(n) n H6(n) the unique solution of Av(u) = f, with 
Av defined like in the proof of previous theorem. The hypotheses (a3) 
and (a4) assure that the mapping W I----t a(·, w, Dw, D2uv ) is continuous 
from Hl(n) to L2(n). In particular, is continuous in v. Then, for every 
E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that, whenever wE H 1(n), Ilw-vllHl < 6, 

lIa(·, w, Dw, D2uv ) - a(-, v, Dv, D2uv ) 11£2 < E. 
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Then, IIAw (uv) - Av (uv) 11£2 ::.; c. We apply Theorem 2.1 like in the proof 
of the previous theorem and obtain IIU(w) - U(v)ll£2 ::.; . c. Hence, U 
is continuous, indeed. 

Let us consider now the following norm in HI (0), 

which is equivalent to the usual norm, 

Let w E HI(O) and let us consider the mappings Aw and Ao. For every 
U E H2(0) n HJ (0) we obtain the following estimations like in the proof 
of the previous theorem, 

IIAw(U) - Ao(u) 11£2 ::.; hllwllL2 + l211DwllL2 = Ilwll*· 
We apply Theorem 2.1 and obtain IIU(w) - U(O)II£2 ::.; Then 

1 
IIU(w)ll£2 ::.; -llwll* + IIU(O)II£2' c 

(3.3) 

This assures that U : (HI(O), 11'11*) ---t (L2(0), lI'IIL2) is a bounded 
operator. Also, we have that : L2(0) ---t H2(0) n HJ(O) is 
bounded and H2(0) is compactly imbedded in HI(O). Hence, 

0 U : HI(O) ---t HI(O) is completely continuous. 

Now we prove that there exists an invariant set of 0 U. The 
following relations hold for every w E HI(O), 

where l3 := + Jxt). We have used the definitions of U and Ilwll*, 
Lemma 2.2 and relation (3.3). Since l3 < 1, we let 

R> cl3 1IU(O)IIL2 . 
- 1-b 

We have that oU(w)lI* ::.; R whenever Ilwll* ::.; R, i.e. the ball 
centered in origin with radius R from the Banach space (HI(O), 11'11*), 
is an invariant set for the mapping 0 U. 

Applying the Schauder fixed point theorem we deduce that 
has at last one fixed point, w*. Then U w * is a solution of (1.1). • 
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4. Comments 

In this section we relate our results to some other ones in the literature. 
S. Campanato [1989] and A. Tarsia [1996, 1998] considered a function 
a = a(x, M) (Le. the equation (1.1) does not depend explicitely on the 
function u and its gradient) which satisfies (a1)-(a3) and the following 
ellipticity condition: 
(a6) there exist three positive constants a, (3, 'Y, with 'Y+ <> < 1 such that 

ItrN - a[a(x, M + N) - a(x, M)]I 'YINln2 + <>ltrNI, 

for almost every x E 0, for all M, N E Mn. 
This is stronger than (a5)+(a4). Hence, the particular case of The

orem 1.1 when a = a(x, M) generalizes the main result in Campanato 
[1989]. 

In Tarsia [1998] the following problem is also considered 

u E H2(0)nHJ(0), a(x, D2u)+g(x, u) f(x), for a.e. x E O. (4.4) 

The function 9 : 0 X lR ---t lR is measurable and there exists l Al (where 
>'1 is the smallest positive eigenvalue of the operator -b..) , and for all 
r, s E lR and for a.e. x E 0 

(i) g(x,O) = 0, 
(ii) 0 [g(x, r) - g(x, s)](r - s), 
(iii) Ig(x, r) - g(x, s)1 llr - sl· 

In Tarsia [1998] an existence and uniqueness result is obtained for (4.4) 
when l is sufficiently small. It is easily seen that this result is also a 
consequence of Theorem 1.1. 

Campanato [1989] and Tarsia [1998] used the theory of near-operators. 
The theory of weakly-near operators permited us to deal with the weaker 
ellipticity condition (a5). D. Palagachev [1993] studied the solvability 
of the Dirichlet problem for a class of fully nonlinear elliptic equations 
under ellipticity condition (a6). The equation contained a term of the 
form f = f(x, u, Du). The author combined the theory of near-operators 
to the Leray-Schauder Fixed Point Theorem. We gave some existence 
and uniqueness results in W 2,P(0) n WJ(O) (with an arbitrary p > 1) 
for equation a(x, u, Du, D2u) = f (see Buica and Domokos [2002]). We 
used another ellipticity condition which assured the weak nearness to a 
general linear elliptic operator. The results of this paper extends similar 
ones appeared in Buica [20mb], where the gradient did not appear in the 
form of the equation. Our joint paper, Buica and Aldea [2000], contains 
a data dependence theorem for equations of the form a(x, D2u) = f in 
H2(0) n HJ (0). Also these results extends to the case of fully nonlinear 
equations those given by R. Precup [1995, 1997] for semilinear elliptic 
equations. 
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